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What's New
As of September 14, 2010

Here's a quick update from the moderators at FinancialIntegrity.org. This community-edited website, hosted by
the New Road Map Foundation, is the "go-to" place for people who are integrating financial integrity into their
lives by aligning their personal finances with their personal values and goals. Here's a sampling of what's new
at www.financialintegrity.org.

On The Wiki
Tools & Examples: Template for tracking and tabulating

An FI teacher in Austria, Robert Neunteufel, happens to work for the Styrian Department of Education where
he's supported teaching children and young adults how to live with financial integrity. Robert and one of his
students have developed an excellent template for tracking your money (Step 2 and Step 3), and have offered it
for free download in the Tools & Examples section.

Resource: Post Consumers and paths to simpler living

The Atlanta Bargain Hunter recently took a look at the many and varied faces of "simple living" that make up the
trend-setters also being dubbed "postconsumers." Article writer Rana Cash takes a look at the movement
through two books listed in the FI Resources section, The Heart of Simple Living by Wanda Urbanski, of PBS's
Simple Living series; and Get Satisfied: How Twenty People Like You Found the Satisfaction of Enough, a
collaborative effort between Carol Holst's Postconsumers.com and the Semel Institute for Neuroscience and
Human Behavior at UCLA. Based on the concept of replacing mindless consumption with conscious choice,
these resources provide real-life examples that stress fulfillment over consumer mania, and embrace a wide
variety of life and spending choices without judgment. Read Cash's excerpt "7 Paths to a Better Life" for a quick
glimpse into these resources, and their advice for reducing the stresses of "more, more, more."

Speakers, Groups, and Classes

For over a decade, NRM Foundation has provided a hub for what we once called the "speakers' bureau," a
loose association of volunteers and professionals who have followed the FI Program, and want to share this
approach to achieving financial sanity and freedom. You can find people in your area (or list yourself) through
the Speakers and Discussion Groups sections of financialintegrity.org. Don't see a group in your area? Use the
free Group Study Workbook to start one! Then get the word out, by contacting the wiki administrator to highlight
your new offerings in "What's New!"

Speaker: Vicki Robin's Fall Classes
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One of those speakers happens to be one of the original co-founders of New Road Map 25 years ago: Vicki
Robin, co-author of Your Money or Your Life. Now a private instructor and speaker, she's offering a tele-class
called "Money, Happiness & Enough" starting September 27. See Vicki's Speaker Page for more information.

Member Profile: Dimitri Uralov

Originally from Moscow, Russia, and now living in Barcelona, Spain, Dimitri Uralov is an extraordinary young
man who has lived his entire adult life working to learn, rather than to earn. Starting at age 18 with his
introduction to the work of Robert Kiyosaki, Dimitri has spent the past decade studying and practicing - and
teaching - personal finance principles. On moving to Spain in 2003, he began managing financial education
clubs, and now works as a financial coach and speaker. Visit Dimitri's Speaker Page to learn how reading
about about the Nine Steps helped him clarify his mission as a financial coach, inspiring him to help others
regain their power and become masters of their own destiny and the destiny of the planet.

In The News
Home mortgages

Two news items from opposite ends of the housing spectrum. First, an expose' on how banks are doing with
current home loan modification programs. ProPublica is a non-profit newsroom that has followed the numbers
and the anecdotes regarding both Treasury's HAMP (Home Affordable) and individuals banks' "proprietary" loan
modification programs. Before you subject yourself to the potential nightmare of applying for mortgage relief,
see how your bank ranks. 

At the same time, record low interest rates have fueled a more positive shift for many homeowners. An
8/30/2010 MarketWatch article called attention to the fact that many people who can refinance their homes are
shortening their terms to 15 years. (26% of refi's in first half of this year versus 9.4% in 2007!) Interestingly, the
WSJournal editors chose to give this good news the alarming headline "A 15-year mortgage isn't for everyone,"
but the article itself has good information about how shortening your term can save you tens of thousands,
assuming you have your cushion and expected income in place (FI Step 8), and you plan to stay for the longer
term.

Young local-banking advocate goes international

As reported August 16 in adventure magazine Wend, 20-year-old pro surfer Kyle Theirmann is bringing
international Youtube viewers along, as he travels around the world, seemingly asking "does this align with my
values and goals?" (FI Step 4) Kyle has used his unique mix of surfing and videos to convince people to move
their money to local banks and credit unions, and out of international financial institutions funding large,
destructive projects. With a $110 million shift documented so far, Kyle is transforming more than just his own
relationship with money!

Come Join Us

Transform the World's Relationship With Money
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help!
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